Review of current management and development of future
management related to the cockle fisheries within the
Kent and Essex IFCA District
Listening Phase Questionnaire

S2.1. How do the current cockle fisheries within the KEIFCA District impact you, your business or your
interests and why do you think it is important?
Although the last few years have seen a reduction in how many days are given to fishing in the outside
area ,for almost 30years I have relied on KEIFCA cockle fishery to help with my yearly income,
S2.2. What do you think the priorities for the management of the KEIFCA District cockle fisheries should
be between now and 2054?
To keep a healthy fishery and also make it viable for fishermen to make a decent living.
S2.3. Are there any key objectives or important aims you think should be included in any future
management criteria of cockles within the KEIFCA District?
To keep healthy stocks by working in partnership with KEIFCA and Z scientists and stakeholders who
keep investing in the fishery.
S2.4. What do you think could harm the management of the cockle fisheries within the KEIFCA District
between now and 2054?
By being over precautious and closing beds unnecessarily there is a major chance of cockle beds being
over run with clams .Also we don’t know what climate change may bring in the future.
S2.5. Is there any new technology that you think could be key to unlocking the long-term sustainable value
of the cockle fisheries and protecting the marine ecosystem?
No at the moment but fishermen know if they don’t look after the seas the seas wont look after them.
S2.6. Are there any particular aspects of the current cockle fisheries management measures that you think
should change?
Don’t believe there should be a two tier system and inside and outside areas should be bought in
together to make it more manageble and fair to all, which would make the stocks more healthy.
S2.7. Are there any particular aspects of the current cockle fisheries management measures you think are
important to keep?
Early surveys are good,and also extra survey mid season.marked bags very good saves time weighing
for officers and fishermen,keeping breakage down is very good.
S2.8. Do you have any other comments you would like to make on the review of current, and development
of future, cockle fishery management within the KEIFCA District?
Having fished in the thames fishery for well over 30 years, infact before theTEFCO regulating order
came into effect and having my boat specially built for cockle dredging,I was disappointed that at the
time only 12 licences where given out then two later on,unfortunately I didn’t get a licence because I
didnt like fishing for smaller cockles and would sooner let them grow,I know that was in the past but am
still in the belief that there could have been a greater number of licences allocated considering the
abundance of cockles that cover the thames area of fishing.I believe on the whole you manage your
fishery well but over the years with your precautionary approaches sometimes the cockle grounds have
been closed and are now gradually been took over by clams.In my opinion the old saying is if you don’t
use it youll lose it coud apply if your not careful.
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TECFO
1☐
2☐
3☐
Explain the rationale for your response here
Click or tap here to enter text.

4☐

5☐

6☐
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S3B1. What factors/issues should KEIFCA look to prioritise or maximise in developing new
regulations?
A balanced and fair approach for the licence fees charged for TEFCO and CFFPB, example the permit
fee for tac and days at sea in the CFFPB works out far greater overall in comparison to the TEFCO areas
days and allowable tac.
S3B2. Do you think KEIFCA should develop underpinning objectives or criteria for the management
of the cockle fisheries in the district to help direct future fisheries management? If you do, what do
you think they should be?
Click or tap here to enter text.

S3B3. What do you see are the advantages/ disadvantages of a regulating order?
Regulating orders can only be of an advantage to industry and fisheries by giving the stability it needs to
keep investing in to the future.This is an advantage to young and old alike.cant see any disadvantages at
all.
SCB4. What do you see are the advantages/ disadvantages of a byelaw?
No advanages to bylaws.We noticed wether this is by coincidence or not that since bylaws came into
effect in 2014 our catch and tac and been greatly reduced in the outside areas when this was a big part
of our annual earnings in the past,
S3B5. Do you think that there should be a specific area of the District which is managed separately
to the rest, as is currently the case with TECFO being sat within the area covered by the CFFPB?
No

S3B6. If yes to C5 then should the specific area which is managed differently to the rest of the
District be:
☐ Bigger than it is currently
☐ Smaller than it is currently
☐ The same size as it is currently
☒ Other:
Please explain your reasons why and provide more detail here:
Just bring the TEFCO and CFFPB together.
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S3B7. If yes to C5 then which of the areas on the chart below do you think should be managed
separately to the rest of the KEIFCA District? Hatched areas are currently managed under TECFO,
the unhatched areas are currently managed under CFFPB. (Tick all that apply)

Southend Foreshore
and Maplin Sands
☐ Area 1a
☐ Area 1
☐ Area 2
☐ Area 3
☐ Area 4
☐ Area 5
☐ Area 6

North Thames

South Thames

Outer Thames and
Channel Coast
☒ Area 17

☐ Area 7
☐ Area 11
☐ Area 8
☐ Area 13
☐ Area 9
☐ Area 14
☐ Area 10
☐ Area 15
☐ Area 12
☐ Area 16
☒ Area 18
☒ Area 19
☒ Area 20
Please provide rationale as to why you think the selected areas should be managed separately here. If
you think that specific parts of any individual area should be managed in a certain way, please specify
below:
These areas should be left out the area as they are of not significant to the cockle fishery.
S3B8. Do you think there would be any advantage of phasing in new regulations over a number of
years or in stages? If so, specify how long and explain why.
Think keep an open mind on climate change situation but may have to bring changes ie with the clam
situation which is deveping quite quickly in the thames and may need controlling.
S3B9. Any other comments or thoughts on regulatory options including types of legislation, spatial
and temporal variations?
No comments.
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S3C1. How do you think permissions to access the fisheries (permits/ licences) should be issued?
On track record of our many years cockles fished in THAMES.

S3C2. Do you think there should be criteria to decide who should have a permit/licence to fish or do
you think it should be open to all?
Yes there should be criteria

S3C3. If you think there should be criteria, what criteria do you think there should be? (Tick all that
apply)
☒ Those who have had a permission to fish for cockles in the TECFO
☒ Those who have had a permit to fish in the CFFPB
☐ Those who have commercially fished for any species in the Thames
☐ Those who have commercially fished for any shellfish in the Thames
☐ Those who have fished for cockles anywhere else
☐ Other
If ‘other’ please provide details:
Prioty to those that have fished regually for the last 20years and have a good track record.
S3C4. Do you think criteria should be weighted or have scores assigned to them? Please provide
details
Not sure as fishery as changed a lot over the years .

S3C5. Do you think a licence/ permit should have to be in a person’s name or could it be in a
company name?
Person's name
Please provide the reasons for your answer here:
If its in a persons name it can go back to the fishery if no close family to pass on too.
S3C6. How many licences/ permits do you think should be issued in the current TECFO area? Why?
The 14 licences that currently exist should still be in use,but feel there is scope for at least double and
the fishery would still not be over fished.
S3C7. How long do you think a licence/permit should be issued for?
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Other
30 years
☒
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
Please say why here:
So that loyal fishermen who are dedicated to there industry can invest without having the worry of losing
there licence and livelihood.
S3C8. If licences/permits were to be issued through a bidding process, what would your thoughts
and comments be?
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S3D12. Is there anything that could be done to bring in or create more jobs based in KEIFCA
district?
Click or tap here to enter text.
S3D13. What would be the impact on you and your business if the current management systems
were to be extended for a further 5 years/ 10 years/ 30 years?
If the current management systems continue then I believe that the TEFCO licence holders will still have
a very good future fishery but permit holders will gradually fade away as they have been doing last 10
years.
S3D14. What would be the impact on you and your business if there was a yearly permit issued for
the current TECFO area using similar criteria to the current KEIFCA cockle permit fishery?
A yearly permit would not give any fisherman who wanted to come into the fishery any confidence to
ask his bank manager for a loan or mortgage, knowing his answer would be no.so therefore he would
most likely ask one of the bigger companies to finance him which would then lead to the company
having further control .
S3D15. Any other comments or thoughts on the economics of the fisheries?
none
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S3E1. Do you have any thoughts or comments with the proposed process for reviewing and
developing new cockle fisheries management in the TECFO area and the wider KEIFCA district?
The cockle fishery as worked well but no room for newcomers, this should be a prioity for change.

S3E2. Are there any changes you would make to the provisional review process outlined above?
Bring a few more licences in without going overboard as think fishery could stand them.

S3E3. Does the process provide a mechanism to adequately address the key issues as you see
them?
Works well on the whole but needs a bit of work but overall your regulating order has been good.

S3E4. How can we best represent your views during the review process?
Please take into account the years that my family and I have fished in the thames and that I and the
family get on very well with fisheries and local fishermen and hope this stands me in good stead for the
future.
S3E5. Any other comments or thoughts on the review and development process?
EVER HOPEFUL

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your responses are invaluable in
helping us to review the current management of cockle fisheries within the KEIFCA District, and
in helping us develop new management for the future.
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